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Is the contract you
have entered too
good to be true?

perpetuity a bit like the Eagle’s song - Hotel California: ‘’You can

shall not be a breach of this agreement nor shall it constitute

So here we have the real sting in the tail for those that did not

supplier shall not deal with the customer’s agent if the customer

check out anytime, but you can never leave.”

negligence. If the customer alleges that the supplier has missed a

pay attention. One of our clients thought they had a good deal

decided to appoint one.

collection, the burden shall be on the customer to prove, by way of

paying just over £12 when they signed. Just over 2 years later

contemporaneous documentary evidence, that the collection was

the figures had risen to over £21 a lift when taking into account

missed’’.

overweight bins and increased lift charges. So, it is important

Assuming you have got a start date from the supplier, given
the very odd termination window being offered, what process
have you put in place to ensure you do not miss this termination
window?
We have even seen a client who thought they entered a
12-month agreement only to be caught out as notice was not
served under the above terms and so the supplier based on the
above was claiming a 36-month contract was then in existence.
The above we do believe is extremely dubious, but it carries a
lesson particularly related to waste, whenever a waste company
asks you to sign anything it could just be a waste note, ask the
BY: ADRI AN BURTON

• What are you now committed to?
• What might it mean for the total cost to your company over
the life of the agreement?
Contracts are referred to as small print for a good reason,
they are hiding things that may well come back and bite your
company in the long run. When a supplier is vying to win
business this is the time to read their terms and conditions and
get things altered that make it a fairer contract for you. Suppliers
will often say they cannot change terms and conditions, but
most will provide an addendum or letter to alter clauses you are
not happy with. However, once you have signed a contract it is
too late so pay careful attention to the terms and conditions
before signing anything.
Over the next few editions of this newsletter, we aim to highlight
some of the ‘gotchas’ we have seen in suppliers’ contracts so
that you can be warned and look out for them. In this edition, we
have selected a real waste contractors agreement and highlight
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to then gather evidence. Throughout this contract there are no
circumstances which allow for a breach by the supplier. When

increases will be calculated. If you are signing up for more than
1 year, do year 2 and 3 look as attractive once price increases
have been considered?

we look at the cost of the service, we will see why this becomes

In the event the supplier terminates this agreement for a reason

important.

which is not the suppliers fault the customer shall pay to the

Prices quoted by the supplier are based on a maximum weight
per container per lift. If a container exceeds this weight, then the
supplier shall retain the right to charge reasonable additional
sums to the customer in respect of additional waste.

supplier, by way of liquidated damages, a sum equivalent to 42%
of the total charges payable to the supplier between the date
of termination and the next date on which the agreement could
lawfully have been brought to an end on notice by the customer.
Just in case you thought of ending the service early, then it

this supplier will have engaged a third party to help them create
this agreement, but they would deny any customer following a
similar process.
All the clauses above have come out of one waste contractor’s
agreement, not all suppliers will carry such one-sided contracts.
However, be on your guard if approached by a new waste
contractor offering a great price.
Summary of issues to consider:
• What is the term on offer and what date does it start?
• Are the termination requirements clear?
• Does the agreement set out how future prices increases will

to bite, and the consequences this had.

for when the service starts. We did have a situation with this

contracting to. If you are operating with 1100 bins as an example

provider where every time the client requested an additional bin

most company’s offer a lift price at 65 to 70kg. However, with

These terms shall apply to the services. The terms shall bind the

at a site their shop staff believed they were signing for receipt of

this particular contactor their lift price is based on 55kg. If you

If the supplier terminates this agreement without ever having

customer immediately upon the start date.

a new bin. However, the supplier claimed that the new bin was

go over, then each kilo will attract a pence per kilo penalty. So

started waste collection services, the period for which the

a change in circumstances and thus started a new agreement

always check this, as you may find that you are not comparing

supplier shall be entitled to be compensated shall be 36

covering all bins on site.

like for like.

calendar months.

• Have you asked what other costs you may incur during the life

We like agreements to be fair to both parties but consider the

The supplier shall be entitled to vary the price payable for the

This is getting more underhand so we know the moment you

• Did you read the contract?

following:

services so long as (i) there are no more than 3 price variations

sign you are committed; this carries no cooling off period, but

in any one calendar year, and (ii) the aggregate of any price

should you have second thoughts you are going to have to pay

variations in a calendar year do not increase the price by more

for the 3 full year service whether you use it or not. Now clearly

than 45% from the contracted collection rate.

such clauses can be argued and overturned but this involves

that headline rates offered to entice were purely a bit like fishing

you spend reading the contract?

contractual changes. If the answer is yes then you want a copy

sitting around waiting for waste companies to fail in their duties

to check whether the agreement sets out how future price

will not speak with them. This clause is interesting as clearly

Next just check what is the container weight that you are

below some of the clauses we have seen that have come back

• Once you have been hooked and signed how much time did

question what you are being asked to sign and does it carry any

Now we do not know of many clients who have employees

So, the contract makes it clear - do not appoint a solicitor as they

and you want something on the document that provides a date

Often when we review clients costs, it quickly becomes apparent
bait the sole purpose was to get the client on the hook.
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Now, with this particular supplier, whenever we see a copy

carries very punitive costs. This part of the contract gets even
more ridiculous

agreement, it never appears to have a start date, so in essence it
does not appear to have any cooling off period.
Now bearing in mind we never see a start date for a contract,
‘’Time shall not be of the essence in respect of services, A

below is the termination clause:

failure by the supplier to make collection on a particular day
If the customer does not want the Services to be provided beyond

time, stress and possibly cost to get solicitors involved.

the Contract Period then the customer must provide written
notice expiring on the exact date on which the contract period

The supplier will not accept any correspondence from and shall

expires. This notice must be received by the supplier not less

not deal at all with any third party other than the customer in

than 3 months and not more than 5 months before the precise

respect of the services and this agreement. This means the

be handled?
• What is the maximum lift weight you are committing to?
• What are the charges to be incurred if a bin is overweight?
• Not covered above but is the price being offered including bin
rental.
of the agreement?

Remember: CAVEAT EMPTOR (let the Buyer Beware)
If the prospect of looking at waste still horrifies you, then get in
touch with Auditel.
N.B – Auditel are not trained lawyers and the above are opinions
from a commercial standpoint not legal, if in doubt always speak
with your legal representative.

date on which the contract period expires. If this agreement is
not terminated …. Then it shall roll over on the same terms for a
period of 36 months.
Now if the contract does not have a start date, then it is
impossible to know when you should give notice. In essence,
what the supplier is trying to create here is a contract in
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Happy Earth Day
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Happy Earth Day

homes, how we heat them, what we can drive… the list goes

probably find that it comes without solar panels on the roof,

on. Whilst it is understandable that the Government wishes to

lacks intelligent controls, is poorly insulated and will still have

retain some control over this sort of political dynamite, there

a gas boiler hanging in a cupboard which they will have to soon

appears to be a large dollop of faith that technology will come

replace with a zero emission alternative. Similarly, EV purchasers

along to help us fix the problem. It is to be hoped that this is not

have seen grants cut which make new generation electric

a misplaced gamble.

vehicles more expensive and out of reach of many buyers.

What causes concern to many analysts is that there is a distinct

The Sixth Carbon Budget is indeed a BFD. Political and

lack of aligning policies to help deliver these ambitions. Many

investment signals are stark and the policy environment and

point to the absence of regulatory and investment support to

technology landscape is improving all the time. Given the UK’s

put the UK on this ambitious new net zero trajectory. A separate

record on carbon budgets to date, there is a chance the goals

major new report from Green Alliance warns, that based on

will be met and this will provide a clear opportunity to rebuild

current policies, the UK is set to badly overshoot its emissions

and renew our economy in the process.

targets for 2030 and beyond, even before you consider the more

B Y : D AV I D M C D O N A L D

As 22nd April again draws to a close, we can reflect on a

Separately, Boris Johnson trumpeted a world leading target for

sweep of momentous announcements as world leaders appear

2035 – setting a challenging staging post on the road to 2050.

determined to outshine other Governments with lower, faster,

This new target will be enshrined in law in June through the

better pledges on Carbon emissions. President Joe Biden

adoption of the UK’s sixth carbon budget. This creates a legal

pledged to cut U.S. greenhouse gas pollution in half by 2030

target to reduce emissions by 78 per cent against 1990 levels by

at a virtual climate summit timed to coincide with Earth Day,

2035 and is definitely something that President Biden would call

outlining an aggressive target that would require sweeping

a “BFD.”

changes to America’s energy and transportation sectors.

work in this field, the details on how it will be achieved remain

economy by no later than 2050.”

murky. Boris delivered a statement which read, “the government

attended by 40 leaders from around the world. Many more bold
pledges have also emerged such as South Korea ending coal
financing and Japan’s drastically strengthened emissions goal.
There are also strong hints from leading emerging economies
that they are up for the net zero transition if more financial
support is provided.
All of these are welcome. Competing to be cleanest, fastest, is
welcome. But this remains rhetoric, and the detail will have to be
examined carefully. Only when we see evidence of clear action
on fossil fuels can these promises be fulfilled and there remain
many powerful vested interests to overcome.
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The oratory of former US President Obama seems apposite –

Remember the Spring budget? The Government removed £1.5bn

urgently needed. The direction of travel has been agreed, and

of funding for Green Homes grants… Homebuyers who rush to

most of us seem to want to get on board the climate bus – but

beat the stamp duty deadline and buy a new build property will

please - let’s get the map out!

“Trust but Verify”. Detailed and extensive policy development is

PERFORMANCE AGAINST CARBON BUDGETS

MILLION TONNES OF CO2 EQUIVALENT, ACTUAL (2008-17), PROJECTED (2018-32)

However, as is becoming increasingly familiar to those who

“These steps will set America on a path of a net-zero emissions

The White House hosted the two-day climate summit, which was

ambitious 2035 goal.

will look to meet this reduction target through investing and
capitalising on new green technologies and innovation, whilst
maintaining people’s freedom of choice, including on their diet.”
He added that, “that is why the government’s Sixth Carbon
Budget of 78% is based on its own analysis and does not
follow each of the Climate Change Committee’s specific policy
recommendations.”
Given that the carbon budgets end up in the same place, is
the UK Government implying that it will get there by a different
road? Or like familiar pandemic protocols – will it be informed
by the science? Of course there are difficult choices to be made
regarding all sorts of everyday things, from how we build our
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Cyberattacks
increased by 65% What can you do?

Now some positive news! To reduce the chance of your

meetings, monthly emails, end user quizzes will engage an end

end users being caught out, the main defence is awareness,

user more than a yearly day/half day training. Just one example

training and focus. Evidence shows having an end user training

of an email that could be sent out is about passwords, showing

programme that is regular (monthly has optimum effect),

how the small changes to the format can have a huge impact on

informative and engaging, has a major positive impact on

the chance of being hacked - see image below.

reducing human error. Creating a training program that delivers
smaller amounts of information on a regular basis will minimise
effort, reduce end-user training fatigue and improve content
retainment.
The fast evolution of the cybersecurity landscape requires
security training and awareness programs frequently updated
and improved, with reporting and evaluation systems to enable
agile training methodology. By presenting security as a personal
and individualised issue you can make this new personal focus
a driver for your organisational security awareness. Teaching
BY: CAROLE O’BRIEN

end users how to recognize current cyberattacks before they
fall victim, will turn them into active barriers against data and

Throughout the global pandemic, there has been a shift to

•

Sharing devices (even with family and friends)

remote and hybrid work, forcing companies to alter the way they

•

Weak or repeated passwords (includes not changing

operate practically overnight. With very little warning, time was

regularly)

Training and awareness can come in many forms but having
a strategy that encompasses several methods such as short

extremely limited to prepare and where most organisations saw

•

Not updating software on devices

crisis, cybercriminals saw opportunity.

•

Physical loss of devices

•

Using personal devices for work

•

Spam mails or texts

•

Downloading from untrusted websites

It is reported that the cyberattacks increased by 65% from when
lockdown was announced and there has been little decline
since. One scary statistic from a recent report showed that
300,000 new pieces of malware are created daily so our systems

When you read through the list, it may be hard to believe that

are certainly up against it. Having the right security measures

people can get caught out by them, but the fraudsters are

across networks and devices is essential. However, there is

extremely clever in their tactics and have developed exceptional

another element that is just as important in ensuring the net is

methods of engagement. When something is not at the

tightened on cybercriminals, the end user.

forefront of your mind, it is so easy to slip up. Only last week,

Over 90% (ICO) of all data breaches in 2020 were due to human
error, a staggering statistic. Positively, there is something that
can be done to significantly reduce these numbers, at little
time and cost and with just some advice, thought, planning and
implementation.
So, where are the risks, and what can you do about them, now?
•

Phishing emails or text

•

Using public Wi-Fi without encryption
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financial loss.

Keeping security personal and current and in people’s minds
is as vital as any network security protocols you have in place.
You are only as strong as your weakest link, strengthening your
people will strengthen the whole system.
Where can Auditel help?
We understand the importance of IT security and the difference
engaging the end user can make. We are partnered with several
providers that can construct a personal training programme for
your business. Alternatively, we can assist you in developing
your own strategy and provide the bespoke material for you to
deliver.
Remember the cybercriminal never sleeps. They are there
waiting for any opportunity and they will exploit any situation to
their advantage, but now is the time to fight back.

I personally heard of a business that had been compromised
by sending a secondary email with a change of bank details for
an invoice, in just a few seconds, thousands were lost. Another
recent example was new employees that had never met their
employers. Receiving a message to buy vouchers seemingly
from the boss, led to untraceable cash disappearing. Everyone
can be a click away from being compromised, and although
these stories are sad, where the real problem is when your
data is stolen, the cost both in financial and reputation can be
immense.
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Print Technology – What’s right for you?
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Litho printing is the better choice of printing technique if your

been done, litho printing produces more prints - at up 20,000

Types of Materials

Litho printing v Digital printing

product requires large blocks of solid colour, as the colour will

sheets per hour.

Leaflets, brochures, and other marketing products can be printed

When it comes to choosing between litho and digital printing,

on a range of materials such as glossy, silk, uncoated, textured

as we have shown, you need to take many factors into

and coloured card or paper.

consideration.

appear smoother compared to digital printing.

Print Technology –
What’s right for you?

quantity you want in the specified time. If you want a smaller

very different; when it comes to litho printing the ink used soaks

amount printed quickly, then digital printing is the best option.

Between both litho and digital printing, litho printing produces

Litho printing is the better-quality method when using textured

into the paper, whereas with digital printing the ink sits on the

If you are looking to produce large quantities of print, then litho

higher quality work when printing on all materials, whereas

paper and when the design requires a large colour block

surface of the paper. This means that the same image could

printing is the better option.

digital printing does not print as well on rough or heavily textured

coverage. However, when you are printing on a more standard

materials.

stock, the quality between the two printers isn’t noticeable.

the technology dictates. One of those sectors is printing, which

There is no initial setup charge for digital printing. You only pay

When printing on paper, choosing between litho and digital

Digital printing is cost effective when it comes to printing fewer

textured and coloured, litho printing is the better option; however,

for the paper used and a cost per copy charge (CPC), which

printing won’t affect the quality as they will produce very similar

prints whilst litho printing, even though you have to pay for the

there isn’t much difference between the two when it comes to

is also known as the ‘click charge’, which is the process of

outcomes; there isn’t much difference between the two types of

setup, works out cheaper if you are printing large quantities of

printing on glossy, silk, or uncoated paper, as both techniques

each sheet going through the printer. Click rates are charged

print on paper-based materials.

prints.

offer a good coverage and a high-quality print.

separately for mono and colour prints.

Personalisation

Final note

Speed

Litho printing is different as there is a setup process before the

Personalised marketing products can make a big difference on

Digital printing has a very quick set up time, as the file is

printing actually begins (called a ‘make ready’, which includes

the success of a marketing campaign and could include details

The Basic Difference

uploaded onto a PC and the printing begins instantly (just like

making and fitting the printing plates to the press) which is

such as a person’s name, address and other personal details.

the office printer). Depending on the model, the device can print

chargeable. You also have to pay for the paper and the ink used

With digital printing, personalising prints is easy and quickly

Litho and digital printing are very different processes: Litho

up to 5,000 sheets per hour.

as well as the machine time. However, after the initial setup cost,

done as there is no extra setup procedure. This offers a distinct

and depending on the quantity, litho printing is usually cheaper

advantage over litho printing, which doesn’t offer this capability

than digital printing. You can also re-use the printing plates as

at all.

is often overlooked as an important business support sector.

printing uses wet ink and printing plates, whereas digital printers

There are several different types of printing processes and some

cons but are very different to one another, so choosing between

of the sub sectors continue to develop at an astonishing rate, but

the two can be difficult. Litho and digital print differ in terms of:

at its core, printing is simply a process of putting ink (or toner)

use either ink or toner. Both printing techniques have pros and

on paper, no matter what hi-tech application drives it.

• Print Quality

Different forms of print include:

• Cost

• Litho
• Digital
• Gravure
• Screen
• Flexo

Cost

When it comes to printing onto different types of paper such as

B Y : A L E X S C OT T

certain technologies stand the test of time and evolve only as

When deciding which option is best, you have to consider the

Between both printing techniques, the finish of the print is also

look different when compared together.

Change is inevitable and it brings many benefits, but sometimes

B Y : A L E X S C OT T

When it comes to litho printing, the setup will take longer as the
image has to be made on printing plates. When this process has

Auditel are the UK’s leading cost control and procurement
consultancy and have a team of specialists who can offer the
best possible advice in reducing all your printing costs. For
information, do not hesitate to call us.

often as you want for direct reprints.

• Speed
• Types of materials used
• Personalisation
The merits of Litho and Digital printing
Print Quality

• Wide Format

Print quality is extremely important, especially if you use

As technology improves, there are several options to choose

to comparing both printing techniques, litho printing has

from. Litho and digital printing are the two most common types

traditionally produced products of a higher quality than simple

of print, so let’s examine what’s right for you.

digital. With new technology, it’s difficult to see the difference in

printed products for marketing or packaging. When it comes

quality between both printing techniques.
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Defining standards for Net Zero and Carbon Neutral claims –
Introducing PAS2060
BY: CHRIS BARRE T T

Defining standards for Net
Zero and Carbon Neutral
claims – Introducing PAS2060

can be undertaken by a customer including self-validation, it

Here is an Auditel interpretation of the key phrases around

is arguable that there is a credibility issue if any validation is

the subject.

done by the organisation undertaking these actions. Therefore,
being validated by an independent organisation will add greater
credibility. The highest level of assessment would be by a
certification agency (i.e. accredited with UKAS). However, at the
moment there is no certifiable standard (PAS 2060 has not been
accredited yet), and though certification bodies can offer the
validation services there are many other organisations who are

BY: CHRIS BARRE T T

Over the past year, we have seen a significant shift in the interest

Having a universal and accepted standard is essential to

in matters relating to measuring and managing Carbon Dioxide

develop trust and integrity in the market about an organisation’s

(CO2) and other greenhouse gas emissions. Organisations are

activities, which in turn should help them market more

coming under pressure from many directions to measure their

effectively to consumer as well as encourage investors and

carbon emissions and to demonstrate that they are taking action

other stakeholders. Therefore, the British Standards Institution

to reduce them.

(BSI) have published a common definition and recognised

This has increased the concern about the validity of claims by

standard for validation called PAS 2060 (updated in 2014).

organisations about their carbon management activities. The

The principles behind the standard are very much aligned with

term ‘greenwash’ is becoming commonly used to describe

the process that Auditel recommend customers to adopt i.e.

credible sounding claims with little real substance behind them.

to measure emissions, to set targets and reduce emissions,

In turn, this has led to many organisations setting themselves

to offset any remaining emissions that cannot be managed /

up as self-proclaimed assessors, validators, verifiers, and

reduced and finally to document and validate.

accreditors of such claims.

In previous items we have covered the first 3 elements of this in

Without a standard against which to be measured, the credibility

some detail – the nitty gritty/action-based activities. However,

of an organisation’s claims cannot be verified and likewise the

over time it is likely that authenticating these will become an

credibility of the organisations verifying claims also cannot be

essential part of the process of moving to Net Zero or Carbon

guaranteed. At the moment, there are no accredited schemes

Neutrality.

for an organisation to demonstrate their carbon reduction
credentials, outside of regulatory demand. There should be
a high-quality way for an organisation to show how they are
reducing their emissions.
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Validation - this provides independent and most importantly
credible authentication that the measurements and activities
that the customer is claiming to be undertaken are in
compliance with the standard, commercially viable and
achievable.. The validation should be done under the guidance
principles of an official standard i.e. PAS2060. It applies in

also offering this.

particular to Qualifying Explanatory Statements. Validation

When considering these organisations, care should be taken to

themselves should demonstrate they are qualified to undertake

ensure the following:

this validation. This qualification should be transparent and

• What is their motivation for undertaking the validation?
For example, are they using this as a vehicle to market

may be associated with a ‘stamp’ issued by the validator who

available to stakeholders. Auditel have developed a framework
that does just this.

their carbon offsetting services? There is a concern that

Verification - the claims made and validated by an organisation

many organisations are getting involved in validation and

(in the QES for example) themselves need to be verified.

verification only as a means to develop other commercial

This means that if emission reductions are claimed, then

opportunities.

the numbers and the method used to calculate them are in

• What level of validation is suitable for the customer’s needs?
For example, do they need to be formally certified or will a
reputable third party working to the recommended standards
provide the service they need?

compliance. If validation confirms what will be done – then
verification confirms that it has been done.
Certification - activities delivered by an accredited independent
third party (a certified body) . These bodies are able to

If you are interested in having your emissions reported,

offer a certificate proving that the organisation has met the

measured and your carbon management activity validated

requirements of a published official standard. These bodies

against PAS 2060 then please let us know. We are strongly

are accredited by UKAS and generally are recognised certified

positioned to achieve this with you and to provide all the

bodies operating within the standard field. It is generally

services to ensure you reach Net Zero Carbon whilst managing

recommended that certification is completed independently of

resources commercially.

validation and verification activities, though whoever verifies or

Terminology Check
Like many new sectors, the terminology around emissions

validates can prepare and help an organisation achieve certified
status.

measurement and management is developing rapidly, with terms
often being utilised inaccurately which can lead to confusion.

This part will require customers to produce Qualifying
Explanatory Statements (QES). These in turn will need to be
validated and whilst all of the steps required to achieve PAS2060
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Energy prices continue to rise
BY: CHRIS BARRE T T

Energy prices have continued to rise, continuing a trend that

LNG is a global commodity and if demand increases elsewhere

started back in March 2020. At the moment though, they have

then deliveries can be redirected away from the UK, pushing

not reached the previous high point back in Sept 2018 but they

prices up.

are getting closer. Although there is a possibility that prices

The demand equation though is driven by economic factors. At

may exceed this, historical precedence suggests that this is
more likely to be a tipping point. Of course the big question is:
if and when this point will be reached? This has significance

the moment China’s demand is increasing which supports oil
price increases, whereas the threat of the crisis in India is having
a suppressing effect.

to customers who still have to make a decision for contracts
ending this year.

Carbon prices are more affected by geopolitical factors.

At the moment, the main drivers of price are short term supply
and demand which is driven by weather in the UK. Cold weather
increases demand and sunny or windy weather improves supply.
As we enter the summer period, we should hope that this will
favour a fall in prices. However, at a more macro level, energy
prices are affected by commodity markets such as oil, carbon
and coal.

Carbon is traded in trading schemes which are a primary tool
for governments encouraging major businesses to reduce
emissions. The threat of climate change is not going to go away
so we do not expect carbon prices to fall in the near future.
Finally, though coal is no longer the primary fuel of this
generation particularly in the UK, it remains a key element of the
fuel mix to meet peak demand and so continues to play a part in

The oil market affects the supply of Liquid Natural gas which we

price outcomes.

use for marginal energy generation in the UKL.

AVERAGE ANNUALISED MONTHLY ENERGY PRICES
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Demand for ‘Bug Sweeping’ grows as return to the office nears
BY: SIMON GIBB

Demand for ‘Bug
Sweeping’ grows as
return to the office nears

INFORMATION RISK MANAGEMENT

MATRIX TSCM

The loss of business information can have a critical impact on

The Matrix Risk Solutions team has 80+ years experience of

economic survival, it can damage company reputation, image

carrying out TSCM work with UK Special Forces, the Security

and intellectual property; the effects of which can be irreversible.

Services and the Metropolitan Police Special Branch.

This can include sensitive client information, employee data
and trading information and key commercial decision-making
processes and outcomes.

complies with the requirements of ISO 9001: 2008 for the

Industrial espionage through electronic eavesdropping is not

team were founding members of the Technical Surveillance

only directed at the corporate market place, it can be activated

Countermeasures Institute (TSCMi).

against high profile individuals and their families and associates.
Whilst information can be stolen by many means, information
gathering by electronic eavesdropping represents a real and
significant threat. The attack can come from an unscrupulous
BY: SIMON GIBB

In the Security Industry the practice of ‘bug sweeping’ is known

This has created the perfect opportunity for adversaries to

as TSCM, which is the abbreviation for ‘Technical Surveillance

breach security and the resultant effect is the requirement for

Countermeasures’. Whilst information can be stolen by other

‘bug sweeping’ or TSCM services.

means, information gathered through the use of electronic
eavesdropping represents a real, significant and growing threat.

WHAT IS TSCM?

WHY?

TSCM, bug sweeping or debugging, is the procedure for locating

COVID-19 has and continues to have devastating impacts upon

audio, video and telephony transmitters in offices, residential

individuals and businesses worldwide, both at a human level but

homes, equipment, vehicles and other forms of transport.

also the pandemic has created multifaceted problems and new
complex risks for industry, both in the UK and globally.

As technology continues to progress, the cost of equipment
and knowledge required to carry out this form of surveillance

Commercial organisations face major challenges resulting

has drastically reduced. Whilst information can be stolen by

from the pandemic, including the temporary (and sometimes

other means, information gathered through the use of electronic

permanent) closure of locations, staff redundancies and staff

eavesdropping represents a real, significant and growing threat.

furloughed and changes to the business model; which in turn,
has resulted in changes to both customers and suppliers.

HOW REAL IS THE THREAT LANDSCAPE?

Many Companies have been working from home, which leaves

The covert listening (and watching) devices of today use

the few employees and other staff that are working onsite,
unsupervised, often over long periods of time.

employee or a rival and it can be directed from within the target
location or a remote location.

provision of Technical Surveillance Countermeasures and our

ABOUT MATRIX RISK SOLUTIONS
Established and staffed by former members of United Kingdom
Tier-1 Special Operations, Intelligence Service Officers, Lawyers
and Business Process Management professionals.
Our world-class risk and security experts are able to identify,

WHAT CAN WE DO TO ADDRESS THIS EMERGING THREAT?

assess and understand complex risks, scenarios and events; we

Deploying a TSCM specialist team such as Matrix is the only

appropriate and deliverable bespoke risk solutions, for key

way to counter this threat and to provide effective information

decision makers.

risk management for your assets, employees, reputation, and

and neutralising covert surveillance devices, which include

Matrix provides a Quality Management System which

commercial decision-making processes; ensuring privacy is
maintained, particularly when key commercial decisions are

then draw upon a wide range of capabilities in order to design

“Fundamentally, TSCM represents the sharp end of Information
Risk Management. It can’t be stressed enough that without an

being made.

effective Information Risk Management framework in place then

Just as important, and this cannot be stressed enough, effective

assist you from the ground up, from initial assessment, to policy

TSCM will also identify potential vulnerabilities and security

and procedure creation, through to the technology solutions that

weaknesses in your physical information risk management

are required to mitigate the risks incumbent to data security.”

organisations will be vulnerable to data theft or loss. Matrix can

framework.

advanced technology, are more sophisticated, complex and
smaller in size, with longer battery life and access to wireless
networks designed to collect information such as audio, video
and data.These devices are readily available on the open market
and anyone can purchase and deploy them.
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BUSINESS

THE BOTTOM LINE
Shaking off
pandemic fatigue

B Y : A L E X S C OT T

These are not easy times and the events of 2020 will be taught

journey, it seems we are on the home stretch with the end in

in history classes for generations to come. Now, in 2021, even

sight due to the successful vaccination roll out.

as we carry on into Quarter 2, we know there are still challenging
times ahead.

They say that prevention is better than a cure, and it’s become

Despite the obvious disruption to businesses and our personal

involved in supporting their employees to maintain and preserve

lives, we need to press on with renewed energy and optimism

mental wellbeing and tackle burnout. Company owners and

drawn from lessons learned and perspectives gathered. By

senior managers should try gaining meaningful insights into

now, most of us are experienced at managing the pandemic, we

the health and wellbeing of their staff and provide support and

know what must be done to keep the virus away from our most

guidance to promote recovery and resilience.

vulnerable and protect ourselves and the people around us.

clear there is an increasing requirement for employers to get

All of us are anxious for the pandemic to end. Uncertainty is

There are, however, some unintended consequences beginning

the only thing that has been a constant in our lives since the

to emerge that employers should start considering now. The

outbreak began a year ago. When we think we know the best

number of people who are experiencing burnout and mental

course of action, or what will come in the weeks or months

health issues caused by the pandemic is increasing rapidly. It

ahead, something unforeseen happens. We now have variants

is a ticking time bomb and could potentially be the next major

of the virus that are causing concern, along with delays to an

health crisis and will impact negatively on businesses.

immunisation plan that was a source of so much hope only a

Some of us find it difficult to stay positive, we are feeling worn

few weeks ago.

out, and, in some cases, we are unable to cope. The pandemic

The vaccines will get there, accelerating the end of the

has taken its toll in more ways than anyone ever expected.

pandemic, but businesses need to carry on, to innovate and

What’s important as a business owner or a senior manager is to

adapt. It is nothing short of remarkable how businesses and

keep morale high within your workforce, even when you aren’t

local communities have supported each other during the

completely up to it yourself. After a year of being on a pandemic

pandemic.
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Four reasons to review employee benefits
BY: BEN CL ARKE

As health and wellbeing benefits are regularly enhanced, many

contracts, the removal of the default retirement age all have

now include benefits that employers will also be paying for

a bearing on employee benefits, and it’s important that the

standalone. For instance, an employee assistance programme

implications are understood and that benefits are compliant.

(EAP) is often included at no extra cost alongside life assurance
– one of the most popular employee benefits with nearly 10
million employees covered in the UK. EAPs are an increasingly
popular benefit which are often purchased separately. A review
can show if an employer is paying for this unnecessarily. This
can also be the case for other benefits too.
Fees and administration costs vary hugely between different

Four reasons to review
employee benefits

benefits, advisers, providers and suppliers. Just as it’s important
to benchmark benefits with competitors, it’s also important to
benchmark on costs to see where savings can be made.
4) Laws and regulations change
BY: BEN CL ARKE

Once employee benefits are in place, the temptation to tick the

employees. In practice this means we now have a greater range

employee benefit box as ‘job done’ can be irresistible. But therein

and affordability of available support.

lies folly, and here are four key reasons why.
1) Needs change
Employee benefits that were once applicable for a workforce,
even just 12 months ago, may not be relevant today. Employee
demographics change, new recruits come into a business,
employees’ life stages change and so do their needs.

Specialist guidance and advice is vital so employees have
enough time to plan and mitigate the chance of unexpected tax
when they come to draw their pension.
The onus is on the employer to ensure a workplace pension is
fit for purpose. Regular governance is vital to ensure that it is,
as well as to review appropriateness of investments for good
member outcomes.
A well-managed employee benefits package is a great support

The Equality Act 2010, Written Statement of Employment

to employer and employee alike, and a regular review is vital to

Particulars which came into force April 2020, employment

ensure its potential is maximised.

wellbeing benefits. They now come as standard and at no extra
cost.
It’s important to keep on top of what’s available.
Such benefits don’t just support employees, they can help a

healthcare may not have engaged some employees at a

increase engagement and productivity, and help with recruitment

certain life stage; but once they have financial commitments or

and absence management.

industry sector quickly become expected as standard, and

serious tax implications for business owners and employees.

counselling were once expensive additions to some health and

business achieve its objectives too. The right benefits can

Benefits that were once seen as gilt-edged in a particular

which can affect the pension lifetime allowance. This can have

For instance, access to specialist oncologists, rehabilitation and

Benefits such as life assurance, retirement planning and

dependants, such benefits can be vital.

Every year the Chancellor’s Budget has a review of taxation

3) Potential for savings change
There is potential for significant savings to be made with a

employers need to keep up if they want to recruit the best.

regular review of benefits.

2) Benefits change

For example, employers can make great savings on their

The world of employee benefits never stands still. Some of

for pension contributions, which can be advantageous for

the greatest minds in business spend their lives focused on

employees too.

national insurance contributions by utilising salary exchange

how to improve the financial, physical and mental wellbeing of
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Procurement expertise when you need it.
Auditel was established to help organisations
make effective and informed procurement
decisions within a rapidly evolving market.
Today we are a strong network of over 100
procurement specialists and are continually
innovating our service as a leading procurement
and supply chain management consultancy.
Auditel’s procurement specialists work
alongside your existing Finance, Operational and
Procurement teams, providing the external help
your organisation requires, delivering business
transformation and a competitive advantage.
This is due to our vast expertise and detailed
knowledge of suppliers, and which of them can
deliver innovation and services at the most
competitive prices.
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